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Appendix A: 
Fireline Suppression Repair – Field Maps Specifications Overview Table 

 
Specification Stage 1 (All Lands) Stage 2 (Federal Lands) 
2.1.1 - Pulling Back of Soil, Duff, 
& Vegetation 

Pg 4: Restore natural contours with water 
flowing away from constructed line.  
Redistribute topsoil across line. Knock 
down berms & spread across constructed 
line. Leave a roughened surface. 

Pg 4: Spread slash & vegetation across 
line.   
 
Consult with DIVS before placement.  
See Repair plan for add’l specs. 

2.1.2 - Installation of Waterbars Pg. 4-6 Same 
2.1.3 – Line in Watercourses Pg. 6 Same 
2.1.4 - Block Entrance & Exit of 
Fireline 

Pg. 6 Same 

2.1.5 - Burned Over Fireline Pg. 7: Construct waterbars following the 
spacing intervals in 2.1.1, utilize an 
excavator or ripper to de-compact the 
fireline. 

Pg. 7: Construct waterbars following the 
spacing intervals in 2.1.1, utilize an 
excavator or ripper to de-compact the 
fireline. See repair plan for add’l specs. 

2.1.6 - Chunking Not applicable Addendum: Roughen surface of control 
lines by creating divots across entire 
dozerline.  Divots should be offset 
vertically by width of divot with spoils 
placed on the downhill side.  Divots 
should be 6-18" in depth (deeper for 
steeper slopes).  

3.0 - Concentrations of Slash & 
Roadside Brushing 

Pg. 7: Chip and spread to depth <6”; lop 
and scatter as directed 

Pg. 7: Chip and spread to depth <6”; do 
not pile chips; lop and scatter as directed 

4.0 - Fuels Breaks Not applicable Pg. 7 
5.0 - Helispots, Safety Zone, 
Spike Camp, & Staging Areas 

Pg. 7: If soil is compacted, use a dozer 
ripper or excavator bucket to rip. 

Pg. 7: If soil is compacted, use a dozer 
ripper or excavator bucket to rip  Use 
slash for soil cover.  Knock down berms 
& spread topsoil. Barrier to prevent 
vehicle access.  

6.0 - Water Drafting Sites Pg. 8 Restore to pre-fire condition. See 
Repair Plan for add’l specs.  

Pg. 8: Use slash or cut additional material 
to have at least 75% coverage over bare 
soil. Consult REAF prior to repair. 

7.0 - Cultural Resources Pg. 7: Consult CALFIRE archaeologist 
before repair.   

Pg. 8: Sensitive areas flagged in black & 
yellow.  Consult ARCH before repair. 

8.0 – Trail Repair Not applicable Addendum: Consult REAF before repair 
9.0 - Fences, Gates, Range 
Improvements 

Pg. 8: Repair or replace fence after repair 
work on dozer lines 

Same 

10.0 - Noxious Weeds Pg. 8: Areas flagged with noxious 
weed/invasive flagging. Consult REAF 
before repair. 

Same 

11.0 - Revegetation Needs Not applicable Pg. 9:  Consult REAF before repair 
12.0 - Hazmat Pg. 8 Same 
13.0 - Roads Pg. 8 Same 
16.0 Natural Resource Sensitive 
Areas 

Not applicable Pg. 10: Sensitive areas flagged in black & 
yellow.  Consult REAF before repair. 

17.0 – Special Interest Areas Not applicable Pg. 10:  Consult REAF before repair 
18.0 – Site-specific repair needs Not applicable Addendum: Consult REAF before repair 

 



Mosquito Fire, CA-TNF-001371 
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18.0 Site-Specific Repair Guidelines (Stage 2) 

This addendum provides site-specific repair prescriptions for areas with sensitive resources as stated in 
in Mosquito Fire Repair Plan (9/25/22).  Additional prescriptions may be added as additional areas are 
assessed.   
 
Sage Hill (Layne’s Butterweed (federally threatened plant) & Western States Trail):  Repair dozer line 
with minimal additional ground disturbance and damage to Layne’s butterweed plants.  Minimize 
waterbar construction.  Focus on berm removal and top soil replacement; where feasible (skeletal soils), 
there should be full vegetation and soil full coverage.  Do not masticate.  Do not convert to fuelbreak.  
This area is high susceptible to unmanaged OHV use.  To restrict OHV access to Layne’s butterweed 
plants, install 1-2-ton boulders at maximum 2-feet spacing along Road 3001-008 and 3004-6.  
 
China Wall OHV Staging Area & Chickenhawk Overlook: These areas are highly susceptible to 
unmanaged OHV use.  To restrict OHV access, install 1-2-ton boulders at maximum 2-feet spacing along 
Chicken Hawk Road and along Foresthill Divide Road and along access route into staging area.  Boulders 
will be placed outside of Placer County Road right of way (10ft).   
 
Placer Big Trees: Maintain dozer line as fuelbreak; follow specifications 4.0-Fuel Breaks. When repairing 
handline, buck and pile all large fuels.  Fuels will be piled; not lopped and scattered.  Piles will be less 
than 4x4’.  Piles will not be placed within 100 feet of trunks of mature sequoia trees or on sequoia 
seedlings/saplings.    
 
8.0 Trail Repair (Stage 1& 2) 
Trail as line: repair should follow existing trail prism.  Re-establish original engineered shape (e.g. 
inslope, outslope, and center crown). Re-establish prisms and surface drainage features (ditches, 
waterbars and dips), and remove berms. Repair or replace minor structures (e.g. gates, signs, guardrails, 
overside drains and culverts). 
 
Fireline-trail intersections: Replace all barriers (e.g. boulders, bollards, large woody debris) such that 
they effectively restrict vehicle access.  If barriers were destroyed in suppression, install barrier to 
restrict vehicle access.  Barrier area must be long enough to prevent vehicle access, approximately 100ft 
in length, but may be adjusted based on visibility (material may include rocks, large woody debris, brush 
stacking, or snags (downed or standing).  Slash cover should exceed >50% cover in barrier areas, where 
feasible.  If using boulders, there should be a maximum of 2-feet spacing.  
 
Western States Trail (Michigan Bluff to Last Chance): Trail itself is a historic resource; take care to 
preserve the trail bench, especially along singletrack portions of the trail.  Avoid felling near historic rock 
walls. 
 



Mosquito Fire, CA-TNF-001371 
REPAIR PLAN ADDENDUM 2, , 10/8/2022 

2.1.6: Chunking (site-specific; steep lines along Rubicon and Middle Fork American Rivers): Roughen surface of 
control lines by creating pits and mounds across entire dozer line.  Pits should be offset vertically by width of pit 
with spoils placed on the downhill side.  Pits should be 6-18" in depth (deeper for steeper slopes).  Most 
effectively done by excavator digging pits or a very small dozer with articulated blade piling soil.  

      
(not to scale; should be 6-18") 




